Leadership Richardson Alumni Association

“Alumnus of the Year” Nomination Form
The Leadership Richardson program's vision is to serve as the catalyst for progressive and
effective leadership in the Richardson community. As a continuation, the mission of LRAA is to
positively impact our community by connecting and inspiring members in leadership.

Recognizing Leadership Richardson graduates who make an outstanding
contribution in our community by taking leadership to heart.
Nominee Name (who you are nominating):

Nominee LR Class #:

Nominator Name (your name):

Nominator LR Class #:

LR Community Leadership: Please select the community leadership principle(s) that best applies to the work
done by this individual.
 Challenges the Process: Active, not passive, leadership. Seeks a better way of doing things.
Recognizes good ideas and is willing to challenge the system in order to gain acceptance. Changes the
status quo.
 Inspires a Shared Vision: Sees a better future and inspires commitment that draws others willingly
toward exciting possibilities.
 Enables Others to Act: Helps those who share the vision to feel a sense of empowerment and
ownership. Makes it possible for others to do good work and produce extraordinary results.
 Models the Way: Behavior is consistent with their beliefs. Persists in the pursuit of a vision. Leads a
plan of action while maintaining the respect of others.
 Encourages the Heart: Motivates supporters to continue when they are tempted to give up. Shows
others they can win with visible signs of encouragement and genuine acts of caring.
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Description: Describe how the individual demonstrates the community leadership principle(s) selected above.
Also, please include the area(s) in the community where this individual has an impact, and why you are
nominating this individual for this recognition.

Additional Information: Provide any additional information the selection committee may need to know
concerning this nomination.

Thank you for taking the time to submit your nomination.
Please email this nomination form to our LRAA leadership at President@LRAlumni.com.
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